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The gap between ESL students' language facility in everyday settings and their verbal skills in content areas such as science poses a big problem. In addition to encountering subjects with which they have no prior knowledge or experiences, ESL students find the structure of textbooks confusing and the level of new vocabulary—especially technical terminology—almost paralyzing. Teachers need supplemental materials that extend concepts, offer additional explanation, and utilize simpler vocabulary.

Children’s literature supplies a powerful alternative. Trade books provide current information on a multitude of topics, in varied and innovative formats, using appealing illustrations and language. In short, they provide excellent support for science instruction. In particular, literature holds great promise for supporting students with diverse language proficiencies and reading levels, assisting them in actively participating in class. We maintain that a combination of genres including nonfiction, fiction, and poetry can serve to ground science instruction in the latest information available on a topic while keeping motivation high.

Choosing and Using Nonfiction Literature

There are many kinds of nonfiction books that can supplement the science curriculum. Concept books and survey books present basic information about a single topic simply, in an interesting manner with wonderful visuals that help students learn English terms for concepts they may be familiar with in their native languages. Author Gail Gibbons offers nonfiction titles with colorful cartoon-style illustrations, helpful captions, and exposition on nearly 200 different subjects. Photo-essays by a variety of authors document and validate the text with photographs on nearly every page. Whatever their language proficiency level, students can simply browse through the many splendid photos, or they can read only captions, or give more attention to the main text. English-language learners, in particular, need permission not to read the entire page, not realizing that skimming and scanning are appropriate and necessary. Life cycle books such as Lois Ehlert’s Waiting for Wings (Harcourt, 2001) present the life of an animal in more detail and with more appeal than is usually found in textbooks. Craft, experiment, and how-to books invite readers to engage in activities beyond reading. The hands-on approach of these books, like Seymour Simon and Nicole Fauteux’s Let’s Try It Out in the Water: Hands-On Early-Learning Science Activities (Simon & Schuster, 2001), directly involves new English-language learners. Journals and diaries provide the basis for either the content or the organizational structure of many recent information books, such as Jennifer Owings Dewey’s Antarctic Journal: Four Months at the Bottom of the World (HarperCollins, 2001), and these books also supply an excellent framework for writing activities.

A Multigenre Approach

Finally, teachers should not avoid fiction or poetry in the science classroom. Throughout the process of science instruction, fiction is an excellent resource to follow up on the lesson and further develop language and content connections. Poetry can set the stage for a science lesson and provide a brief but powerful anticipatory setting for the introduction of new science concepts. In choosing fiction or folklore titles with a science connection, such as Jean Craighead George’s story collection Incredible Animal Adventures (HarperCollins, 1994) or the creation myth The Story of the Milky Way by Joseph Bruchac (Dial, 1995), we can provide a story “hook” that adds a personal dimension to the study of science and a complement or contrast to nonfiction selections. Poetry also offers rich language and visual images that can assist with understanding vocabulary terms. For instance, J. Patrick Lewis offers the poem “How Many Humps” in Doodle Dandies: Poems That Take Shape (Simon & Schuster/Atheneum, 1998), which teaches readers to distinguish the two types of camels by taking the first letters of their names and turning them on their sides to remember which camel has one hump (Dromedary) or two (Bactrian). Finally, poetry’s brevity and short lines appear manageable to the reluctant or struggling reader.
Using Topics and Themes

Using a topic or theme to connect language learning and content, we can maximize the opportunity for transfer of knowledge from one lesson to another. Literature is easily interwoven into this thematic approach. Based on teacher input and an examination of national science standards, we chose four frequently cited themes to develop through the multigenre approach: wild animals, space, earth, and weather. The topics or themes used depend on several variables, including the teacher's interest and expertise, the books and resources available on a given topic, and the fit of the topic to the curricular objectives, as well as to state and national standards. The school librarian can be an invaluable resource for gathering a set of books on a particular topic for classroom use. Many librarians are even willing to pull minicollections in advance or order books based on teacher requests and frequently taught units. Whatever the focus, topical or thematic presentation of science concepts and vocabulary for English-language learners offers students an immediate network of relationships that links new words and concepts, as well as a meaningful and motivating context for learning.
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specific weather phenomenon, check out weather, students can browse through highlighting the pattern of the sun's rays or the wind on different points of the earth provide additional support. For more general facts about Gr. 1-up. Vivid photographs of clouds, ice crystals, etc. complement the straightforward exposition of weather facts. Graphics such as the ones Simon, Seymour. 

Weather Forecasting closely match the text. This book is rich with vocabulary potential; for instance, moisture is illustrated as rain, drizzle, hail, and snow. See also Gr. 1-up. Gibbons provides a basic overview of weather by defining temperature, air pressure, moisture, wind, and related terms. Labeled drawings Gibbons, Gail. particularly helpful to ESL students. For information about the seasons combined with stunning photographs, see also Seymour Simon's books: She then describes each season and activities associated with it. The graphic illustrations, clear labeling, and step-by-step progression are Gr. 1-up. Using a series of graphics describing the earth's tilt and rotation in relation to the sun, Gibbons demonstrates what causes the seasons. For another excellent overview of the desert, check out Death Valley: A Day in the Desert by Nancy Smiler Levinson (Holiday, 2001), whose clearly labeled illustrations aid vocabulary development, or Cactus Poems by Frank Asch (Harcourt, 1998), a wonderful collection of poetry featuring desert animals and plants.


Gr. 3-up. This story offers an abundance of detail about forests in recounting the one-day adventure of a young girl in search of a rare glimpse of an ovenbird. Along the way, she also sees deer, skunks, ducks, and flying squirrels. The story context provides a frame for learning about nature, and the "one day" format helps readers grasp the rhythm of forest life. Ecosystems addressed in other "one day" titles by George include the desert, the rain forest, the prairie, and the tundra. For poetry about nature, see Barbara Brenner's anthology The Earth Is Painted Green (Scholastic, 2000) or Jane Yolen's poem picture book Welcome to the River of Grass (Putnam, 2001).


Gr. 1-up. Gibbons offers an excellent overview of the tropical rain forest through clear text and a variety of graphics. Several maps place rain forests in geographical perspective. New vocabulary is highlighted in italics and, on the opposite page, illustrations are labeled with these terms, which is helpful for ESL students. For another narrative portrait of the rain forest, see The Great Kapok Tree: A Tale of the Amazon Rain Forest by Lynne Cherry (Harcourt, 1990).


Gr. 2-up. Beginning with the endpoints, this book highlights life forms from the desert, offering a fascinating glimpse of the tremendous variety. Endnotes offer additional information about the illustrations and options for further research, as well as a world map that highlights all the deserts. For another excellent overview of the desert, check out Death Valley: A Day in the Desert by Nancy Smiler Levinson (Holiday, 2001), whose clearly labeled illustrations aid vocabulary development, or Cactus Poems by Frank Asch (Harcourt, 1998), a wonderful collection of poetry featuring desert animals and plants.


Gr. 2-up. In spare language, Locker creates a poetic portrait of mountains by linking his dramatic illustrations with descriptions of mountain types and how they are formed. Another poem picture book that highlights mountains is Sierra by Diane Siebert (Harcollers, 1991). Learn about the mysterious world deep inside mountains in Diane Sieberr's poetic Cave (Harcollers, 2000), or in Caves: Mysteries beneath Our Feet by David L. Harrison (Boysd Mills, 2001).
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